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Few institutions know the art of home-cooked delicious meals like the Irish pub, and this wonderful

collection of warming, tasty recipes features the very best of Irish pub cooking. From light bites and

soups to hearty fare such as shepherd's pie and the essential staple of corned beef and cabbage,

this delightful collection will make you feel like you've travelled to the heart of Ireland. Each

easy-to-follow recipe includes a full-color photo.
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RECEIPTS are just super . But be very careful : they have the same book with a different name "

Irish pub cookbook ". These are the same books with slightly different titles. I unknowingly

purchased both books. So upset that this wasn't told to us that they were the same it was hard to

give a good summary on the terrific receipes. Yes, they were great with easily found ingredients,

with clear instructions. You will not be disappointed BUT only buy one not like me. They

undoubtedly won't print my reviews, but if they do I wanted you to know what happened to me.

I like it but don't think I would make many of the recipes. It does make for a good read. I found a lot

of the information on the recipe to be interesting. I am looking for an irish cookbook for everyday

food that Irish family's eat. Still looking. These recipes are more contemporary than traditional. I did

like the Oatmeal & Potato Bread and the Barm Brack recipes. Those were delicious.

Book as described. Quick shipping.



this was pretty good but most of it i already can make. i sort of thought i would find some new things

in it but not everyone is irish like my family here in the states. if you are looking for some yummy

meals buy it its worth it great pics and everything. i just already make all of it is all.

The photos are great in this cookbook and the recipes seem all right. I have only made a few of

them and they were good, nothing too earth-shattering but this is standard Irish pub fare so I did not

expect it to be. I would have preferred a little more substance to the book but it was a really good

price and compliments my other Irish cookbooks quite well. Definitely worth the money.

good book

This is a large thin cookbook. I purchased it as a gift. The photos of the food is quite good, but the

hardcover reminded me of the covers often used for children's story books. If you can get past that,

it is a decent cook book with some good recipes.

This is a small, but terrific cookbook with recipes indicative of Ireland.......The photos are beautiful

and made my mouth water...!!!! Can't wait to try out some of the dishes.....!!!!
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